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Insight

OVERVIEW
As promised, 3rd issue of the Insight is
in front of our customers – existing and
potential – to keep them updated with
the progress of construction on Creek
Marina Residences.
It includes updates on show flats, ID
options and the completion schedule for
the Project. The purpose of re-doing the
show flat is to share with our customers,
the options to decorate their homes – in
the making.

This issue also shares with our
customers, the re–design effort we are
putting in, to further enhance the layouts
of all our units, both in terms of space
planning, finishes and fittings, to be in
line with the current trends.
Technology & trends continuously
change and its our desire to ensure
Creek Marina Residences are delivered
with not only cutting–edge design and
luxury but also in terms of facilities and
trends.

CREEK MARINA - SITE LOCATION

In the previous issue, we talked
about the winning location of
Creek Marina Residences.

SMART
MASTER
PLAN
In this issue, we wish to highlight the
Smart Masterplan created by our design
team which is years ahead of its time.
The 8 blocks are shaped and positioned
uniquely to maximise the views and
privacy and minimise the ground
coverage and future obstructions.
Accordingly, all units enjoy superb and
unobstructed views of the Arabian Sea,
Karachi Creek, DHA Golf Course, and
the City of lights. The sun and wind
directions, have been carefully factored
into our design concept.

As you are aware, Meinhardt Group (Singapore) did
the master plan for the entire Creek City. The site for
Creek Marina Residences was carefully chosen to be
unique and uncomprising both in terms of surroundings
and indeed the views.

RWDI

CANADA

NOMINATES
DESIGN WIND
PRESSURES

4-BEDROOM APARTMENT (FAMILY ROOM)

RWDI based on their thorough
aerodynamic wind study have
advised, it may be inadequate to
design the tower structures and
façade based on conventional data
and wind pressures. Instead, they
have advised the worst combination
of wind pressures (from various
directions) for which the structures
and façade of the Creek Marina,
should be designed.

Living & Dining

3-BEDROOM APARTMENT (LIVING ROOM)

LIBRARY

Living & Dining

SINGLE LEVEL PENTHOUSE (LIVING ROOM)

4-BEDROOM APARTMENT (MASTER BEDROOM)

FITNESS CLUB

FAÇADE DESIGN
Inevitably in a project of this magnitude, certain
units will be East-west facing. In order to
maintain high degree of sustainability, double
glazed façade has been selected for the entire
project instead of a less costly option of using
double glazed façade, on west facing only.
This design was made after careful study of the
climate, temperatures during summer and winter
and consideration of the wind and seismic
forces, that may afflict the building during its
life cycle. We believe that when it comes to
our customers and public in general, safety and
comfort must take precedence.

SHOW FLATS
We wish to advise our customers that the
contracts for the construction of 2 show
flats and lobbies for Towers 7 and 8 have
just been awarded. It is anticipated that
these be ready by February 2022. Our
customers will be able to see the actual
lobbies and the 3 and 4 bedroom units
which will be the homes for the lucky
customers of Creek Marina.

NEW 3D
VIDEO
ANIMATION

A new high-quality 3D Video
Animation for Creek Marina
is currently in the making and
will be available at CMPL over
the next 2 months. This 3D
Video Animation is designed
to give our customers, a walkthrough of their units and the
project indeed. The video will
depict virtually, the distinct
design feature of Creek Marina.

CONSTRUCTION STATUS
TOWER 4
Level 26 in Progress

TOWER 7
Levels 20/21 in Progress

TOWER 8
Levels 12/13 in Progress

WORD TO
OUR CUSTOMERS
Whilst our good customers and well-wishers
continue to support us, provide useful feedback,
and regularly pay their dues, there are many who
continue to default on their payments.
Please note the delay in payments is affecting
the project delivery which is unfair to those
who continue to make all payments in a timely
manner. We again request all our customers to
make their payments promptly and in accordance
with the payment schedule sent by CMPL.
We are working hard to deliver your Dream
Homes, as quickly as possible. But this needs
your full cooperation.

Customers who had paid

35% or less
will need to pay new
discounted price as
agreed with CMAC

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETION DATES

Based on our current programme, the anticipated
completion dates for the various phases of the
Project are:
PHASE 1

TOWERS 4, 7 & 8

June 2023

PHASE 2

TOWERS 1, 2 & 3

September 2024

PHASE 3

TOWERS 5 & 6

December 2024

Call Now!

Tel: +92 330 1380 774 (Khurram Ansari)
management@creekmarina.com
www.creekmarina.com

Customers who had paid

65%

or more will not need to
pay anything extra
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